
Minutes* 
 

Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee 
Friday, September 23, 2011 

10:00 – 12:00 
300 Morrill Hall 

 
 
Present: Christine Marran (co-chair), Yusuf Abul-Hajj, Arlene Carney, William Craig, Joseph 

Gaugler, Teresa Kimberley, Jessica Larson, Paula O'Loughlin, Gary Peter, Terry Simon, 
Carol Wells 

 
Absent:  Barbara Elliott 
 
Guests: none 
 
[In these minutes: (1) academic freedom white paper editing; (2) section 6 of the tenure regulations 
revisited; (3) approval for international travel for doctoral dissertation research] 
 
 
[Clarification of an item in the 9/9/11 minutes of the Committee:  Administrators who are also tenured 
faculty members, and who choose to resign or are terminated from their administrative position because 
of differences with their superior, are NOT terminated from their tenured faculty position.  They would 
return to the faculty.] 
 
1. Academic Freedom White Paper 
 
 Professor Marran convened the meeting at 10:00, explained that Professor Elliott was out of 
town, and turned to the white paper on academic freedom.  Committee members did line-by-line edits and 
agreed that they and Professor Elliott should review the results before the paper is forwarded to the 
Faculty Consultative Committee. 
 
2. Section 6 of the Tenure Regulations (Revisited) 
 
 Vice Provost Carney reported that she had had a discussion with Provost Sullivan since the last 
meeting of the Committee about the voting rights of tenured assistant professors.  Provost Sullivan's 
concern was that the recommendation that she had made, and that the Committee had endorsed (tenured 
assistant professors could vote on the single question of promotion and tenure for probationary assistant 
professors), would mean that the tenured assistant professors would be voting on cases where they do not 
have the rank to do so.  In close cases, that would allow someone to vote on a rank they do not have, 
which could be considered a serious procedural error. 
 
 There is no perfect solution to the problem, Dr. Carney related, so the goal is to find one with the 
least risk.  She is now proposing at the recommendation of Provost Sullivan that tenured assistant 
professors have a different ballot:  Tenured associate (and full) professors would vote on the single 
question of tenure and promotion for probationary faculty members; tenured assistant professors would 
vote only on granting tenure.  The vote of the tenured assistant professors, in those cases, would most 
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likely not be secret, but the burden is on them because they could have been promoted to the rank of 
associate professor earlier if they had met the unit criteria for promotion to associate professor.  This 
resolution protects the probationary faculty member and underscores that the key protection is to the 
candidate going up for promotion and tenure.   
 
 Professor Simon observed that for departments with only one tenured assistant professor, the vote 
that person casts will be known.  This solution says that the rights of the person up for promotion and 
tenure take precedence over the right of the tenured assistant professors to ballot secrecy.  That is correct, 
Dr. Carney said.  Someone loses something in these cases, and if the tenured assistant professor does not 
wish to vote, he or she can abstain. 
 
 Professor Abul-Hajj said he thought this was a better solution, one that is more consistent with 
the tenure regulations.  Dr. Carney agreed.  The initial concern in her earlier proposal was avoiding the 
disenfranchisement of tenured assistant professors, but the larger concern should be in cases of close 
votes on those up for promotion and tenure. 
 
 Everyone else would still have only one vote, Professor Marran surmised.  That is correct, Dr. 
Carney said; this proposal does not mean going back to two separate votes, one for promotion and one for 
tenure.  She said that if the Committee endorses this revised proposal, she would draft a memo for the 
Provost to send and would provide a copy to the Committee.   
 
 Professor Marran asked if the Committee should take a vote on the proposal.  Dr. Carney said she 
would prefer that it did so that she can say the Committee discussed the matter twice and voted to endorse 
the proposal.  
 
 The Committee voted unanimously in favor of the revised proposal:  Tenured assistant professors 
may not vote on promotion of probationary assistant professors to the rank of professor but may vote on 
granting them tenure.  The administrative procedures to implement the proposal will be left up to the 
Provost's office.  This particular resolution will be written in the new revision of the Procedures for 
Reviewing Candidates for Tenure and/or Promotion: Tenure-Track and Tenured Faculty. 
 
3. International Travel Risk Assessment and Advisory Committee (ITRAAC) 

 
 Professor Marran next asked the Committee to consider proposing a change to the administrative 
policy and associated procedure.  The policy, Education Abroad Opportunities: Addressing Health and 
Safety Risks, contains the following language:  
 

Travel Warnings and Suspension of Education Abroad Opportunities 
 
The International Travel Risk Assessment and Advisory Committee (ITRAAC) is responsible for 
deciding whether to suspend an education abroad opportunity sponsored by the University when a 
significant health or safety concern is raised regarding the opportunity. Prior approval of the 
Committee is required for any education abroad opportunity involving travel by University 
students to a location subject to a travel warning from the State Department. 

 
The procedure, Suspending Education Abroad Opportunities, contains this language: 
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Role of Committee 
 
The International Travel Risk Assessment and Advisory Committee (ITRAAC) is responsible for 
deciding whether to suspend an education abroad opportunity sponsored by the University when a 
significant health or safety concern is raised regarding the opportunity. This health or safety 
concern may arise from a number of sources, including U.S. State Department travel warnings, 
travel warnings from governmental health organizations, natural disasters, on-site staff officials 
or other indicators of potential health or safety threats. The committee has University-wide 
jurisdiction and its decisions apply uniformly to all campuses. The committee may decide to 
suspend an education abroad opportunity before a program starts or while it is in process. 

 
Prior approval of the Committee is required for any education abroad opportunity involving travel 
by University of Minnesota students to a location subject to a travel warning from the State 
Department. 

 
 The chair of the Department of Political Science, Professor Duvall, has raised questions with this 
Committee, Professor Marran recalled, because of concerns that the decisions of ITRAAC can impinge on 
the pursuit of dissertation research and thus infringe on academic freedom.  Since the discussion last year 
with Professor Duvall, his department has had two additional cases with ITRAAC; in both cases, 
ITRAAC approval was granted, but only after delays that affected the amount of time the graduate 
student could conduct research. 
 
 In the view of Professor Duvall, doctoral dissertation research should be exempt from the 
requirement for ITRAAC approval, Professor Marran reported.  At other universities, graduate-student 
travel is not necessarily subject to approval from an ITRAAC-like committee.  These committees in 
general focus on risk management. 
 
 Professor Marran suggested that in the language of Travel Warnings and Suspension of Education 
Abroad opportunities, one possibility would be to insert language, at the end of the first sentence, "with 
the exception of travel for doctoral dissertation research," and at the end of the second sentence, "In the 
case of doctoral dissertation research, ITRAAC plays an advisory role."  Similar changes would be made 
in the procedure document.  The Committee could suggest that the approval of the student's adviser and 
department chair would be required for travel. 
 
 Professor O'Loughlin added that funding decisions for graduate-student travel should not be 
contingent on ITRAAC approval.  But there could be risk for the institution.  Dr. Carney agreed; if the 
University provided funding for the student, and something bad happened, the University could be at risk 
for liability.  She suggested the Committee have a conversation with the Office of the General Counsel 
about the issue.   
 
 Professor Gaugler said that from the Committee point of view, it might be possible to improve the 
process for getting through the compliance hoops.  There could be news articles if something happened 
and the family sues the University.  If the student is harmed, it will not be the adviser's responsibility, it 
will be the University's.  The question is whether ITRAAC should have authority over dissertation 
research, Professor O'Loughlin rejoined. 
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 Professor Marran said she did not understand why a waiver would not be effective.  She went on 
to ask whether faculty research travel should be subject to this same kind of approval—and if not, she 
said, why would doctoral dissertation research, which is being conducted by people who expect to get a 
degree and in many cases then do what faculty members do. 
  
 What about IRB approval, Professor Gaugler asked?   
 
 Are there cases when the University has been held liable, Professor Marran asked?   As for IRB 
approval, she said, that process has a long history and is required by the federal government and includes 
reliance on many experts.   
 
 Professor Abul-Hajj recalled that when the Committee heard from some of the members of 
ITRAAC last year, they argued that in the case of students in Egypt, for example, they have responsibility 
for their safety.  Those were undergraduates, Professor Marran observed, and the Committee has no 
quarrel with the rules governing approval for undergraduate travel. 
 
 Professor O'Loughlin said that the cases of which the Committee is aware came from Political 
Science, but they could just as easily have been Sociology or another department.  Another worry, she 
said, is about students who may have traveled abroad and are doing research—and who are pulled back 
because of safety concerns.  The student might not have enough money to start over again.  Where is the 
academic freedom of the graduate student? 
 
 The policy is clear, Professor Simon said:  ITRAAC decides.  The Committee's posture could be 
that graduate students should be separated out, and the Committee could make a policy recommendation 
to that effect.  Alternative, it could ask that the review process be sped up, but in terms of academic 
freedom, the Committee is saying graduate students should be excluded from the approval process. 
 
 Professor Marran said the Committee would return to the topic and adjourned the meeting at 
12:05. 
 
      -- Gary Engstrand 
 
University of Minnesota 
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